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BRCM College of Engineering Celebrated a 46th Engineers day with full enthusiasm on 15th 

September, 2013 on the birth anniversary of all time great Engineer of India Bharat Ratna Sir, 

MokshagundamVisvesvarya. The programme was inaugurated with MaaSarswatiVandana and lamp 

lightening. In this programme faculty members and students of the BRCM CET, Bahal were actively 

participated with great zeal.  Dr. Rajiv Gupta of Civil Engineering Department of BITSs, Pilani and Dr. 

S.K. Sinha, Hon Director of BRCM Education Society, were grace the occasion with their presence as 

Chief Guest and Guest of Honor. Dr. B.C. Sharma, Hon. Principal, BRCM CET welcome the Chief Guest 

with a bouquet of flowers and a Memento. In his welcome address, Dr. B.C. Sharma highlighted the 

significance of the Engineers day and also through some light on the life and achievement of Sir, 

Vivesvarya. Through his speech he energized the budding engineers to effort tirelessly technological 

and soci-econmic development of the country. Dr. Arabinda Sharma, Convener of this programme 

make the audience aware of the theme of 46th Engineer’s day i.e. Frugal Engineering: Achieving 

more with less resource. He also introduced the two technical events organized for the students on 

the occasion of Engineers Day. 

 



Dr. S.K. Sinha, Hon Director of BRCM Education Society, in his speech, called upon students for 

carrying out new innovation with their engineering skill  and be ready for the upcoming challenges in 

this world of competitive age. Dr. Rajiv Gupta, Chief Guest of the function motivated all the audience 

with hid speech on: Engineering with purpose”. He also made every one clear how Frugal 

Engineering is different from “Jugad” with numerous example and case study. 

 

A documentary film on the biography of Sir, Visvesvarya was also screened on this occasion. 

 

 

Two events organized on this occasion. Event-I involves the technical presentation on theme “Frugal 

Engineering- Innovative Thoughts and Concepts”.  Fifteen students from various Departments 

delivered their presentations. Mr. Dheeraj Gupta, 3rd year Civil Engineering Department secured the 

1st position while RenuKumari of CSE and Sandeep Kumar of ECE secured 2nd and Third positions. The 

second event comprises of a Technical Exhibition in which students of different department 

showcase their thoughts and imagination and engineering skill in the form of models and project 

works. In this event altogether 22 entries were made. The notable ones are College model, GPS 

model, different types of bridges, hydro-electric power plant, concrete boat, digital clock, digital 

voice recording, microcontroller based LED scrolling device, automatic anti-theft geo-boundary 

scanning system, Dry erosion tester, portal on e-shopping, job search etc.  



 

 

 

From each Department two models were selected for 1st and 2nd prizes. The 1st prizes were fetched 

by floating boat (CE), E- shopping (CSE), Alcohol and smoke detector (ECE), Dry erosion tester (ME) 

and automatic anti-theft geo-boundary scanning system (EEE). All participating students and winner 

of the technical events were awarded with cash prizes along with certificate of appreciation. The 

function was then closed with a vote of thanks given by Dr. Arabinda Sharma, convener of the event. 

 

 

 


